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A p-stable limit theorem holds for partia! sums S,, of a 
some 1 /p-regularly va nd soraz non-degenerate str 
0 < p < 2 is inves?igat 
The conditions consist 
“Notice, hc~wcver, that in fornwla for dcnsityd;,(s) of the stable j&y measure ( j%rt I, 1% 323) the c0tl~t~mt~ 
c + and c I should be rcpjaced by p’ , and p-_ , rcspectivcjy. 
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2 
le limit theorem implies slkeci 
(SJB## -c Y ) .Y,, -+ + co, which are t riii -. #g , itionally referred to as 
ilities of large deviations’*. In the present pa,per we sh\all study these probabil- 
ities for hearty-toiled random variables, i.e. in the case 0 c p < 2. Since ou 
somewhat different from classical results on large deviations, below we 
briefly the wray our conditions arise. 
ket for each yt, YR, 1, Yn, 2 . . . be independent copies of S,/B,, . y strict stability ofp: 
t follows that there exists r, P + CC such that, for every sequence {kn] 
to infinity .~~~~~~?~~ ~~~o~~~~~, i.ct., k, -+ += x , k, = o(r,], we 
, which is 
oticc that ~(9ndi,~i~~n (3) is essentially weaker than (2) (which is only a complicated 
} of row-wise independerl t random v~~ri~~bles is 
can apply a conver ncc criterion for st,:l 
parti~:ular~ for each born 
3 
The following three results are proved in Section 2. 
ti- 
holds, the sequence (S 
aper we shall focus on 

sts another way of ide~tifyi~lg of c .+ (and c _ ). 
limit theorems 
4). Further, the convergen of the mean on the 
sukxlditivity (for 0 (fern = l)and 
superadditivity (for 1 < p < 2) of b + (k) and b _ (k). 
partially improve Theorem 2.13 and 2 
of (1994) by strengthening (19) to (18), 
restrictive assumptions on the positive dependence. 
Finally, let us remark that in sing (1995) another form of large 
deviation result, closer to (14) has en proposed. They provide conditions under 
ry s, -+ GC such that nP(X, > s,) -+ 0 we have 
hey are as fallows: 
e iA (St/&) 
The “if” part in the above theorem is of “Taube 
A obtained by nveraging independent copies of S,,/ 
in order to get sufficiency is just 
condition”). 
In Section I, in provin 
.- 
tt9 -* ‘1 I? -* Y 
999 J I M-+ 1 
6 -+a 
increasing slowly enough 
where as previously, for each kz, V,, 1, YH,2, . . . are independent copies of S,/B,. Let 
~n.1, cr.2, ??-* be another such array, independent of (Yn,j}. Then (26) implies 
- - fn,j) z Pois(v(p,c+ + C-,C- + C-)). 
j= 1 
(2V 
distributed as { Sk)kE N 
is satisfied for the a 
are independent of t 
ois(v(p,c, + c*-,c*.+ +- c_>) as it -+ * OC, 
that now it is enou 
ables. Let /(s) 
im inf/(s) e lim s 
s -+ GI x-+x 
be independent, identically distributed an 
1+ yi- . . . += zl 
rzt (ra) + 1. .9 
7‘ 
(see the proof of Theorem 1.1, Part , for the case p - 1). 
with I(n) b~~~lnded but 
eorem 9.3. 
These are not essential restrictions, since both j&x) = sl(l...l < a) an 
1 a if s > a, .m) = .Y if 1x1 G a, -a ifxc-a, 
satisfy (29)-(33). 
If the functions f,, ga are given, h(X) represents “small value?, which we hope to 
lect as usual in the analysis of heavy tailed random variables, and ga(X) is the 
essential part of X. Formally, we describe such a situation 2;: 
itio or each ): > 0 
urther, it is convenient to say that ~~~~~~~~~s~.s 
(36) 
in sue et 
We will prove that if the limit on the right-hand side of (41), b, say, exists, then 
lim sup W&/B, > 1) 
n-+oo 
= li?Ff liminfW(S,JB, > E) = b+, (44 =-+ I )I--+ a 
i.e., we have c -+ 
modification of 
he other implication wi follow by a trivia 
The main idea consists in replacing the ran 
lying the crucial 
he next observation is that bv T.,. (k) and . 
and 
b,(k) si k “+%_(l) < kp+ ‘Ko. 
In particular, by ( 
as k -+ cc, where K 1 is a universal constant. Notice that the above relation remains 
true if we replace Sk with Sk _ 1. t follows that for k sufficiently large we have the first 
inequality below: 
b,(k A- 1) - b+.(k) t= E 
lim sup lim sup P n 1-+ -11 It ‘-9 O!? 
n(P(T,+, E U) - P(Tk E: U)) 
= k(P(Tk-+ 1 E U) - P(Tk E U)) 
n-k- 1 
+ E c f(Ttn+k+l - T,, E u) - I(T,tz+k - T, E u) 
rrt = 0 
==JJ -1-&L+ 
Since O# U, we have 
ives us the first term on the rig 
introduce 
I__ I(7‘,,, t k I 1 I-- 
Now observe that t <I VI - k and (T,, E U) - I(T,+k E V) # Q i 
Zj # 0 for at least one among Z, + k + 1, ?? ?? . , Z,, i.e. 
J&P u 
( 
‘\Zi # 0, Zj # 0) ??
1 si<jsn > 
j-i>k 
Similarly, if t c n - k dnd I(Tm+k+ 1 - T, E U, Tm+k - T&U) # I(Tm+k+ l - T&U, 
T ,,,-T,~t/),thenZ,~OandZ,,+~+~#0,andso 
Jb s EI(z < II - k)” 
1 
QZm+k+l 7-J G E I(Zi # 09 Zj # 0). 
14 “dn 
j-irk 
his completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Observe that in (50) we may let S -+O independently of Cc, provided we can 
k fixed. This is not the case in (5 I), where we must cancel the term S Up, if yk # 0. But if 
?I)~ = 0 for Some k = ko, then this problem no longer exists, and we come to 
holds), and both T + (1) an 
low we will show 
IP- 1 
= - n A (81) 
E 
I”-- 1 
= ---n 
c 
< K” 
’ a - P) P-p-4 as s-+0. ??
Assunze the usual conditions and let 1 < p < 2. 
i exists a constant K depending only OIE our sequence {Xj) such that for 
all ct and all a large enough 
(56) 
et 1 pose we earl prove aha 
’ Var(&.r.B.(Xj)) by (33) an 
~2-p--+0 as S-4 
- - 
is the correlation 
e have for ever 
is stat~~~l~ry, a 
then 
i.e. inequality (56) is satisfie 
~n~rali~~s ~akubowski and ohs ( 1989), and rederives a corres 
ubowski ( 199 1). 
Now suppose that there exist constants cj such that for all i # j, 
Then it is easy to see that 
o if we assume that for some 0 < p -=I 1 we have 
then yk = (p’) and, in particular, we get I?‘(” ’ P)yk -+ 0. 
P- 
C’ t = lim b.+(k -t- 1) -- b+(k), c- k -+ Gf, 
Notice that in the above result Condition 
assumption 0 < p 
In particular, R”( 
c+ = lirn b+(k -I- 1) -- b.+(k), 
k --+ ‘x 
c- = jl: b_(k -t 1) _D b_(k). 
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